
Getting Started with Branded Content

Overview - What is branded content on Facebook?
Branded content is a growing and evolving part of the media landscape. On Facebook, we define this as content 
that features a third party product, brand, or sponsor (“marketer”). It is typically posted by media companies, 
celebrities, or other influencers. Verified Pages (with the blue checkmark) can share branded content on 
Facebook as long as they follow our updated branded content policy and ads policy and use the branded 
content tool to tag marketers in their posts.

View the full list of specifics for branded content: facebook.com/policies/brandedcontent, https://www.facebook.
com/policies/ads/#restricted_content. 

HOW IT WORKS

Publishers are required to tag the marketer’s Page in any post that features a third party brand, product, or 
sponsor. When tagged, the marketer will be notified and will be able to see high level performance insights, 
such as reach and engagement for the post.  They also have the ability to share the post to their Page and put 
additional spend against it. 

Look for the “handshake” icon in Page composer to add the branded content tag. In Ads Manager and 
Power Editor you will see a ”Sponsor” field.  Note: this is not available for Verified Profiles or Unverified 
Pages.
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Sharing Branded Content to Your Page

Surfaces
All branded content must be tagged using the tool, which is available in: 

W Page composer
W Power Editor
W Ads Manager
W Mentions app
W Publisher Tools
W Marketing API: (https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/reference/ad-creative-photo-data) 

W Live API: (https://developers.facebook.com/docs/videos/live-video-api)
W Graph API: (https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/advanced/branded-content)

Content types
The branded content tag can be added in the following post types:
W Photos
W Videos
W Links
W Text
W Instant Articles (https://developers.facebook.com/docs/instant-articles/ads/branded-content)
W 360 videos
W Live videos
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 Page composer         Power Editor            Live composer

Begin typing the name of the marketer, and select the marketer’s Page from the drop down menu. 
Alternatively, paste the Page URL in the typeahead to find the marketer’s Page.
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Tagging posts
1. Type in the name of the third party product, brand, or sponsor featured in the post.

In any post composer you’ll first need to click on the “handshake” icon before typing, and in Ads Manager and 
Power Editor you will see a “Sponsor” field in the Advanced Options section. 



3. See insights for branded content posts as you would any other post.

UNDERSTANDING WHAT THE MARKETER SEES
Marketers that have been tagged in posts will be able to collaborate more closely with media publishers and 
influencers by seeing high level post metrics of reach and engagement for branded content posts they are 
tagged in.  If the publisher or influencer boosted their post or created it as an ad, the marketer will be able 
to see total spend and CPM on the post.

Marketers can also use the “Share & Boost” button to share the post to their Page and boost it to a chosen 
audience. The publisher will get notified if their post is shared and boosted. The marketer does not have 
access to content management permissions for the publisher’s post and cannot take actions like deleting 
and editing - these are reserved for the content publisher. Marketers must share the post to their own Page 
in order to boost the post. 

Learn more about marketers’ role in branded content here: https://www.facebook.com/business/news/
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2. Branded content posts will appear in News Feed with the “with” tag.



UNDERSTANDING THE POLICY
Under the updated branded content and ads policies, media publishers and influencers must tag 
marketers in a branded content post - whether appearing on a Page as a published post or as an ad.

The Policy
In addition to the tagging requirement, the policy restricts some types of branded content from our 
platform. People have told us that branded content that is more promotional in nature is less engaging. 
Based on this feedback, our policy guidelines prohibit overly promotional executions, such as pre-roll 
advertisements, and banner ads in branded content posts. For a full list see the branded content policy 
(https://www.facebook.com/policies/brandedcontent/). For ads content, there are no creative restrictions 
beyond regular ads policy (https://www.facebook.com/policies/ads/#restricted_content). 

This chart can help you quickly determine which policies to follow: 

Even when they tag marketers in branded content posts, publishers and influencers remain responsible for 
understanding their legal obligations to indicate the commercial nature of content they post. 

Policy Enforcement for Branded Content Posts
Just like all content on Facebook, branded content will go through a review process. We will be enforcing 
the usage of the tagging functionality, along with compliance with updated Pages terms and ads policy.

We will begin scaling enforcement after September 1, 2016 to remove non-compliant branded content or 
disapprove ads for lack of compliance. Posts that violate the policy will removed from Facebook.

Addressing Violations
Publishers will receive a notification describing the reason for the violation so that, depending on 
the violation, they can add a tag and restore the post, address the violation and create a new post, 

or appeal the violation. 
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1. Receive a notification that your post violates the policy.
If our enforcement system identifies your post as a violation, your post will be removed and you will receive 
a notification that looks like this:

2. If your post is in compliance with the policy but is missing a tag, add a tag.
In the Notifications drop-down or tab on your Page, select the branded content tab and click on the 
violation you would like to address. In the pop-up box, find the “handshake” icon and begin typing the name 
of your marketer’s Page to add the tag. 

Once you click “Okay, I understand,” in the bottom right corner of the pop-up, the post will be restored. 

3. If your post’s content is not compliant with the policy, you must re-create it to post it again.
If the post was flagged for other violations, (e.g., pre-rolls) you can re-create the post after addressing 

the violating elements, for example removing the pre-roll. 
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4. If you feel your post has been incorrectly flagged as a violation, submit an appeal.
To appeal a violation, in the Notifications drop-down or tab on your Page, select the branded content tab 
and click on the violation you would like to appeal. In the pop-up box, click the “let us know” hyperlink, fill 
out the appeals form, and click “Send.”

You will later receive a notification to let you if your appeal was accepted and the post restored, or if your 
appeal was denied. 
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: What is the definition of branded content?
A: Branded content is a growing and evolving part of the media 
landscape. On Facebook, we define this as content that features a third 
party product, brand, or sponsor (“marketers”). It is typically posted by 
media companies, celebrities, or other influencers.  

Q: What is the branded content tool and policy update? 
A: We’re updating our branded content policy to enable blue Verified 
Pages — like publishers and influencers — to share branded content 
on Facebook. Previously, our branded content policy and ads policy 

prohibited Pages from promoting third-party brands. 

Q: Does this only apply to videos, or other kinds of branded content as well? Does it work with newer 
formats like Instant Articles, Live video and 360 video?
A: You can use the branded content tag with the following post types : photos, videos, links, text, Instant 
Articles, 360 videos, and Live.

Q: Who can post branded content?
A: All blue Verified Pages. Unverified Pages are not permitted to post branded content.

Q: What are some good examples of branded content?
A:  Lady Gaga worked with Intel to post a video of her Grammy performance from her Page. See the launch 
blog post for the visual example. 

Q: How does this impact News Feed ranking?
A: Tagging a marketer does not impact your post’s News Feed ranking. The same signals — such as 
engagement and reach — will continue to guide your post’s distribution. Keep in mind that people do 
not want to see overly promotional content, and those types of posts will  likely continue to receive less 
distribution organically.
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Q: How will this impact people?
A: We hope this will help connect people to more of the content they care most about on Facebook, as 
this update gives publishers and influencers additional incentive to share more quality content — of all 
kinds — with their fans. 

Policy
Q: What are the specifics of the policy?
A: Visit our branded content policy and ads policy to learn more about the branded content policy.

Q: Will Facebook try to get involved with the deals I have between me and my marketers?
A: No, the updated policy does not change your relationship with your marketers. Page owners are 
paid directly by the brand for their production and creative services. If the publisher or advertiser 
chooses to boost the post, Facebook is paid for media, which is purchased in auction, no different 
than any other ad product on Facebook.

How To Tag
Q: What will a branded content post look like in News Feed?
A: Branded content will be indicated by a new “with” tag. For example, it might say “Lady Gaga with Intel” — 
you can see what this looks like in our launch blog post.

Q: Where can Pages access the branded content tool?
A: The branded content tool can be accessed from Page Composer,  Mentions app,  Publisher Tools, Ads 
Create Flow (new Ads Manager), Power Editor, the Marketing API, the Live API, and the Graph API. 

Q: Can a publisher using Mentions for Profile use the branded content tag?
A: No. While Mentions is for Verified Pages and Verified Profiles, only Verified Pages will see the branded 
content icon in composer at this time. We will extend the product to support Verified Profiles soon.
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Q: Can Pages access the branded content tool through Publisher Tools?
A: Yes, publishers can add the branded content tag in Publisher Tools, by creating a post, uploading a video, 
or creating a Live video from this surface. To create a post and add the tag, click “Posts” in the left hand 
navigation bar, and then click the blue “+Create” button; and to upload a video or create a Live video, click 
“Videos” in the left hand navigation bar, and then click the “+Upload” button or the “+Live” button. Then in 
the pop-up composer, find the “handshake” icon, and add your marketer. 



Q: What if the branded content post features multiple marketers?
A: We are working on the capability to tag multiple marketers however this is not available today. For 
compliance purposes we ask you tag the most prominent marketer in your post.

Q: What if the marketer that the publisher wants to tag does not have a Page?
A: If the marketer does not have a Page and it makes sense for them to create one, they should 
create a Page and the publisher should tag them.  If not, you should appeal the violation.

Q: What if the publisher tags the wrong Page by accident? Can they edit?
A: Unfortunately editing a tag is not available on Page Composer. You will have to delete the post and 
start over. 
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Q: Can an marketer untag themselves from the post if they’re tagged incorrectly?
A: Yes.

Q: Does tagging the marketer absolve the publisher/influencer of all legal responsibility to disclose 
commercial content?
A: No, even with the use of the tag, publishers and influencers remain responsible for their legal disclosure 
obligations including those needed to indicate the commercial nature of content they post. Facebook 
cannot offer legal guidance around disclosure requirements. You should consult with your legal teams to 
understand how they would like you to notate commercial relationships within your posting strategy. 
Facebook has no restrictions on adding additional disclosures within the copy.

Q: Does this work with Instant Articles?
A: Yes, an Instant Articles post can be tagged as branded content with our new tool; follow the developer 
documentation to learn how. We also suggest following the Instant Articles design guidelines to render 
your branded content posts as Instant Articles. In the coming weeks, we will roll out the ability to include 
your marketer’s logo above the fold as well.

Live
Q: How do I tag branded content in Live videos? Can I do so through composer, if so how?
A: Live videos published in the post composer or with the Live API must have a tag. In the composer, before 
going live you’ll find the “handshake” icon; tap on it and a typeahead will appear where you can select the 
marketer’s Page you would like to tag from the drop down menu. Once the Page is selected, you can tap the 
Live icon and begin your broadcast. To learn more, read our Get Started Page.  Read the Live API 
documentation to learn how to add the tag with the Live API. 



Q: How do I tag my Live video from the Mentions app?
A: To create a branded content Live video post, start in the Mentions app.

1. Tap the “What's on your mind?” at the top of your News Feed or tap “Post” in the center of the bottom bar.

2. Tap “Add Sponsor” at the bottom of the screen  and tag your marketer by typing the marketer's Page name.

3. Then tap “Live Video” and your Live video post will contain the branded content tag.

Instant Articles
Q: How do I add the marketer logo to the top of my article? Can I add it anywhere?A: Read our 
developer documentation to learn more about the branded content policy and adding a marketer’s logo to 
your articles.  At this time the design tools and branded content policy only support logos next the byline.
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Q: Do I add the branded content tag within my Instant Articles?
A: No, the branded content tag is added at the post level. When you create a post with your Instant Article, 
add the branded content tag in composer or via the APIs for which the tag is available. Learn more about 
adding the branded content tag on our Get Started page.

Working with Marketers
Q: How does this work for marketers? What will a marketer see?
A:  When the marketer gets tagged by the publisher, they will get a notification. The marketer will be able 
to see the post performance, including reach, clicks, likes, comments and shares. If the branded content 
was posted as an ad, marketers will also see total spend on the campaign and its CPM. Additionally, 
marketers have the ability to share and boost the post to their selected audiences. 

Enforcement
Q: How are we enforcing the new policy?
A: Beginning 9/1 we will start to scale enforcement of the branded content policy; posts that violate the 
policy will removed from Facebook. Publishers will be given educational warnings for their first couple of 
posts, published after 9/1, that violate the branded content policy. After this date, posts that violate the 
policy will be removed from Facebook. The partner will receive a notification on Facebook and an email 
describing the specific violation. Depending on the violation, partners will have the option to add a tag and 
restore the post, address the violation and create a new post, or appeal the violation.

Q: Can the marketer boost from my ad account or add spend to my post?
A: No. The marketer has to share the Page owner’s post from their Page and then can boost to put spend 
against that post, they are unable to directly boost the original post.



Q: What does “removing” a post mean? 

A: When a post is removed, the post will be removed from the Page’s timeline and will no longer be 
visible to anyone but the Page admin.

Q: Is there a maximum number of violations allowed from a Page before the Page is taken down? 

A: No, only individual violating posts will be impacted by this policy enforcement. There will be no impact to the 
overall Page.
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Q: What does a publisher do once their post is removed? Can they repost? Can they edit?
A: All admins of the publisher’s Page will receive a notification describing the violation. The publisher 
then has three options, depending on the ways in which the content violated the policy.

1. If your post is removed because the marketer was not tagged, you have the ability to add

the tag and the post will be restored. 

2. If the post was flagged for other violations, such as pre-rolls, will be removed, and

publishers can re-create the post after addressing the violating elements, for example removing the 
pre-roll. 

3. If a the publisher feels the post has been incorrectly flagged as a violation, they can submit

an appeal through the appeals form. 

For step-by-step instructions on how to take any of these actions, read the “Addressing Violations” 
section of this Get Started Guide. 

Q: Can partners simply edit the post after the violation has been flagged?

 A: If a post is removed because the marketer was not tagged, you have the ability to add the tag and 
restore the post. Posts with other violations, such as pre-rolls, will be removed, and publishers can re-
post the video after addressing the violating elements, for example removing the pre-roll. 

Q: Will partners be able to appeal violations? How?

 A: Yes, to appeal a violation, in the Notifications drop-down and tab on your Page, select the branded 
content tab and click on the violation you would like to appeal. In the pop-up box, click the “Appeals Form” 
hyperlink, fill out the form, and click “Send.” You will later receive a notification to let you if your appeal 
was accepted and the post restored, or if your appeal was denied.

Q: What if a post was incorrectly flagged as a violation ?

 A: Publishers should use the appeals flow to report a post they think has been flagged incorrectly, 
and we will restore the post if it was originally compliant.



More resources

Help Center
https://www.facebook.com/help/BrandedContent

Policy links

Pages terms
https://www.facebook.com/policies/brandedcontent/

Ads policy
https://www.facebook.com/policies/ads/#restricted
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Branded Content Instructional Guide
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On Facebook, we define branded content as any 

content – including text, photos, videos, Instant 

Articles, links, 360 videos and Live videos – from 

Page owners that features third party products, 

brands, or sponsors. Page owners are typically 

media companies, celebrities, or other influencers.

We have updated our policies so only publishers and 

influencers with verified Pages (with a blue 

checkmark) can collaborate with marketers to share 

branded content on Facebook through ads or organic 

posts.

What is Branded Content?
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Page owners have blue verified Pages and are typically media publishers, influencers or 
public figures.

Marketers are any third party brand, product or sponsor that a Page owner may feature.

Our policies aim to ensure branded content is of the highest quality:

• Policy now requires marketers to be tagged in both organic post and ads
• Creative restrictions on Page content – No pre-/post-/mid-roll; banner ads – for a

complete list, see branded content policy in Pages terms
• Policy links

 – Pages terms: https://www.facebook.com/policies/brandedcontent/
 – Ads Policy: https://www.facebook.com/policies/ads/#restricted

Definitions and Policies
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Branded Content Availability

Tagging is available with the 
following formats/post types:

Tagging is available from the 
following surfaces:

Insights and ‘Share & Boost’ are 
available from the following surfaces:

Text

Photos

Videos

Links

360 videos

Page Composer

Ads Manager 

Marketing API

Power Editor 

Mentions app

Business Manager

Page Insights

Live videos

Instant Articles

Graph API
Live API

* Slideshow & Carousel will be supported over time.

* Current only the following four objectives are supported for ads (video views, website clicks, website conversions, and boost post). 
We will add support for the remaining objectives over time.
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1. Page owner tags marketer using the branded content ‘tool’.

*2. When your Page is tagged in a branded content post, the Page admin(s) will get a 

notification and have the ability to:

        These two functionalities are available in Business Manager and Page Insights.

How It Works

01 View insights
02 ‘Share and boost’ the branded content post

*  This is relevant for marketers only.
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Tagging Functionality
The Following Section Is for Page Owners Who Post Branded Content

Page owner can tag the marketer using any of the following surfaces:

• Page Composer
• Power Editor
• Ads Manager
• Mentions app
• Marketing API
• Graph API
• Live API
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Page Composer Flow

For verified Pages, a new handshake 
icon will appear in your Page 
Composer.

By selecting the handshake icon, a 
typeahead will appear.
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Page Composer Flow

Begin typing the name of the marketer, 
and select the marketer’s Page from 
the drop down menu. Alternatively, 
paste the Page URL in the typeahead 
to find the marketer’s Page.

Once the page is selected, you can 
also add any other content including 
photos, videos, text, link shares and 
more. 
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Page Composer Flow

After you hit publish, the post will now 
appear ‘with’ the marketer tag.
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Page Composer (Live Video)

For verified Pages, a new handshake icon will appear 
when you click “publish”. First, select the handshake icon 
and a typeahead will appear where you can select the 
marketer’s Page from the drop down menu. 

Once the Page is selected, you can select the 
Live icon and begin your broadcast. 

Note: Depending on your app version, 
you may see this version of the composer 

instead of the list option shown above.
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Power Editor Flow

To use Power Editor to create your 
branded content ad, start by selecting 
your objective. At this point we only 
support: Boost your posts, Get Video 
Views, Send people to your website 
and Increase conversions on your 
website. We will extend support to 
other objectives over time.
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Power Editor Flow

Create your ad set by defining your 
audience, budget and schedule.
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Power Editor Flow

Pick the format and creative for 
your ad.

Scroll to the Advanced Options.
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Power Editor Flow

Click on ‘Show Advanced Options’.

Start typing your marketer’s name in 
the sponsor bar.

Select the right Page to tag your 
marketer.
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Power Editor Flow

Your ad will reference your Page ‘with’ 
the marketer’s Page.
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Ads Manager Flow

To use Ads Manager to create your 
branded content ad, start by selecting 
your objective. At this point we only 
support: Boost your posts, Get Video 
Views, Send people to your website 
and Increase conversions on your 
website. We will extend support to 
other objectives over time. Create 
your ad set by defining your audience, 
budget and schedule. Pick the format 
and creative for your ad. Scroll and 
click on ‘Show Advanced Options’.
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Ads Manager Flow

Start typing your marketer’s name 
in the sponsor bar. A typeahead 
will appear.
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Ads Manager Flow

Select the right Page to tag your 
marketer.
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Ads Manager Flow

Finish your settings and hit 
‘Place Order’.
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Ads Manager Flow

Your ad will reference your Page 
‘with’ the marketer’s Page.
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Mentions Flow

Open up the Mentions app and tap 'What's on 
your mind?' at the top of the News Feed or 
tap 'Post' in the center of the bottom bar.

Click on the handshake icon 'Add Sponsor'.
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Mentions Flow

Begin typing the marketer’s name in 
the ‘Who is sponsoring this?’ bar.

Select the marketer’s Page from the 
options.
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Mentions Flow

After you hit post, the published post 
will reference your Page ‘with’ the 
marketer’s Page.
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The marketer’s Page appears next 
‘with’ a tag. You can add any more 
creative like text, photos, videos, etc.



Business Manager: (1) View Insights

When your Page is tagged in a 
branded content post, you will get 
a notification. To view insights, click 
on the notification or click on the 
Branded Content selection under 
the ‘Measure and Report’ header in 
Business Manager.

All of your insights on tagged branded 
content posts will live within this 
Branded Content tab. Here you can 
see engagement metrics and reach 
for each tagged post. Additionally, if 
the Page owner created the post as an 
ad or boosted it you can also see the 
total spend and CPM on the post.
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Business Manager: (2) Share and Boost the Branded Content Post

You can click the share and boost 
button to easily select a target 
audience, budget and payment 
options to boost your post.
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Business Manager: (2) Share and Boost the Branded Content Post

You can click on ‘View Results’ to see 
the post’s performance results.

After you complete the share and 
boost flow, your completed post will 
be shared on your Page, as well as, 
boosted to your chosen audience.

The results/figures are for display only and may not be typical.
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Page Insights: (1) View Insights

When your Page is tagged in a 
branded content post, you will get a 
notification. To view insights, click on 
the notification.

Alternatively, you can click on the 
Branded Content selection under the 
‘Insights’ header in Page Insights. All 
of your insights on tagged branded 
content posts will live within this tab. 
Here you can see engagement metrics 
and reach for each tagged post.

The results/figures are for display only and may not be typical. 41



Page Insights: (2) Share and Boost the Branded Content Post

You can click the share and boost 
button to easily select a target 
audience, budget and payment  
options to boost your post.
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Page Insights: (2) Share and Boost the Branded Content Post

You can click on ‘View Results’ to see 
the post’s performance results.

After you complete the share and 
boost flow, your completed post will 
be shared on your Page, as well as, 
boosted to your chosen audience 
through newsfeed.

The results/figures are for display only and may not be typical.
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